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The Platform for More Intelligent Security Management

LookingGlass ScoutPrime is a threat intelligence platform that
discovers, prioritizes, and orchestrates the mitigation of new
and emerging cyber threats. By streamlining workflows and
customizing how threat intelligence is viewed, your security teams
will work faster – and smarter – to find and mitigate the threats
that matter the most to your organization.
With ScoutPrime, organizations can leverage:
•

Out-of-the-box threat intelligence options, as well as
integration with third party data feeds.

•

LookingGlass Threat Indicator Confidence (TIC) scoring to
rank a threat’s risk potential, allowing for quicker response
and mitigation.

•

Flexible Workflows to easily share threat data with other
team members and contextualize the presentation of
actionable threat intelligence.
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A big challenge for security professionals is handling the
sheer number of alerts they receive, which may or may not
be legitimate. ScoutPrime customizes how threat intelligence is
viewed, scored, prioritized, and acted upon, so your analysts can
operationalize threat intelligence faster.
How Security Teams Can Use ScoutPrime Internet Intelligence:
•

Information Security Operations – Security Operations
Centers (SOC) can perform more granular monitoring on
network elements and receive notifications of changes in risk
to threat intelligence. This enables them to take appropriate
actions in a more timely manner.

•

Third Party Risk Analysts – Make risk-based decisions
about vendors, partners, and your supply chain by
monitoring third party network elements for changes in
associated threat intelligence.
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SCOUTPRIME TM

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Threat Indicator Confidence (TIC) Scoring

•

Find relevant intelligence faster and reduce “alert fatigue” by ranking threats based on factors such as an
organization’s environment, threat landscape, and security posture

Aggregated Threat Data

•

TIC scoring is only available in ScoutPrime

•

Access to the largest collection of threat intelligence data gleaned from a wide variety of sources,
including LookingGlass proprietary intelligence and LookingGlass Machine-Readable Threat Intelligence

Powerful Collaboration Tools

•

Easily collaborate and share threat data and analysis with team members or other groups within
your organization

Automatic Notifications

•

Workspace customization provides environments for repeatable analysis or investigation

•

Learn about relevant incidents faster by receiving alert trigger notifications based on any expression
used in the advanced search system

Graph Explorer

•

Faster visualization of relationships between network entities and threat intelligence

•

Rapidly pivot to related elements based on ASNs, CIDRs, FQDNs, IPs, and observables

STIX & TAXII Support

•

Rapidly discover new and emerging cyber threats with industry threat intelligence sharing

Extensible API

•

RESTful API enables customers to integrate with other security analytics tools

Nested Collections

•

Granular analysis on the network

Inherited Threats

•

Understand threats from a higher level. Map threats back to the CIDR or network blocks that they are
associated to

ABOUT LOOKINGGLASS
CYBER SOLUTIONS
LookingGlass Cyber Solutions delivers unified threat protection
against sophisticated cyber attacks to global enterprises and
government agencies by operationalizing threat intelligence across
its end-to-end portfolio. Scalable threat intelligence platforms and
network-based threat response products consume our machinereadable data feeds to provide comprehensive threat-driven
security. Augmenting the solutions portfolio is a worldwide team
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of security analysts who continuously enrich our data feeds and
provide customers unprecedented understanding and response
capability into cyber, physical, and 3rd party risks. Prioritized,
relevant and timely insights enable customers to take action on
threat intelligence across the different stages of the attack life
cycle. Learn more at https://www.lookingglasscyber.com/.

Know More. Risk Less.
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